1. Create a free user account on MBAUSA.com. You can sign up as a General User, Security Professional or a member of Law Enforcement.

2. Log in to your user account on MBAUSA.com. If you are a security professional or law enforcement, you must be logged in to access and purchase restricted products, such as lock picks, safe opening tools, and specialty tools.

3. Shop thousands of locks, tools and accessories on MBAUSA.com. Easily purchase products through our secure, seamless checkout with multiple payment options.

**Pricing & Products**

We reserve the right to change prices at any time and without notice. We may also change the contents of kits without notice by adding to, removing or substituting items as described in this catalog. Items restricted to locksmiths and security professionals are labeled. We are always happy to quote smiths and security professionals.

**About MBA USA**

MBA USA, INC.
200 Orchard Drive
Nicholasville, KY 40356
United States

mbausa.com
P: 1 (888) MBA-5495
P: 1 (859) 887-0496
Fax: 1 (859) 887-9491
E. sales@mbausa.com

**Business Hours:**
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. ET
Monday - Friday

TOOL & TRAINING FOR SECURITY PROFESSIONALS.
**ESL/10 XL DEADBOLT LOCKS**

- 6-digit code length.
- 2 User Codes (Manager & User).
- Reset Button to set the lock.
- EL-0601 Swingbolt lock body.
- 4-minute Penalty Lock Out upon incorrect entries protects against manipulation attempts.

- Standard footprint and mounting pattern, easy retrofit for mechanical safe locks.
- New swingbolt reversible lock design for right or left hand applications.
- Electronics are encapsulated in the lock, sealed to prevent moisture-related failures.
- Single Spindle Hole Installation.
- Backlit for use in dimly lit areas.
- LCD for easy programming/operation.
- EL-0601 Swingbolt lock body.
- Stainless steel construction.
- Optional AC power adapter.
- Wrong Try Penalty Lock Out.
- Enable/Disable User Codes.
- Super Code, Manager Code.
- 30 User Codes, 6-digit code length.
- Backlit Keypad.
- LCD for easy programming/operation.

**SAFLLOGIC XTREME PACKAGE w/ KEYPAD**

Highly advanced electromechanical safe lock that integrates a 3 wheel mechanical lock into an electronic swingbolt lock body. Gives you the convenience and fast access of an electronic lock, PLUS the protection and assurance of a mechanical lock.

- Includes EL-0529-X keypad and EL-0500 lock.
- Single Spindle Hole Installation.
- Add/Delete User.
- Enable/Disable User.
- Backlit Keypad.

**LGBASIC II LOCK PACKAGE**

Lagard LGBasic lock package with 4200M Swingbolt Lock (Motor Blocking) and 5775 KeyPad.

- Lagard LGBasic lock package with 4200M Swingbolt Lock.
- Motor-driven lock bolt offers a high level of security by eliminating the threat of vibration and bouncing attacks.

**REDUNDANT PKG. CHROME, 4-WHEEL COMBINATION GP 2M**

Manipulation resistant 4-wheel combination lock with an electronic lock override. It can be used as an electronic swingbolt with a mechanical combination lock override. Can only mount in right-hand application. The lock has a standard mechanical lock front. It's used with a square shaft as the spindle. No need to remove the lock cover for installation. Mechanical lock is UL Listed 2GM manipulation resistant 4-wheel combination lock. Standard foot print, no options lock required.

- Deadbolt or Swingbolt available.
- Spy Proof digital entry (top reading).
- Electronic keypad, mechanical dial.
- Audible & Visual Feedback.
- Single Spindle Hole.
- Sliding Door Access to Batteries.
- Electronic Lock - UL Listed Type 1.
- 1 manager, 1 user.
- Function #5 self-diagnostics.

**DEADBOLT LOCKS**

- Single or Dual control operation.
- Programmable Opening Window: 1 to 15 minutes.
- Stainless steel construction.
- Optional AC power adapter.
- Wrong Try Penalty Lock Out.
- Enable/Disable User Codes.
- Super Code, Manager Code.
- 30 User Codes, 6-digit code length.
- Backlit for use in dimly lit areas.
- LCD for easy programming/operation.
- EL-0601 Swingbolt lock body.
- Motor-driven lock bolt offers a high level of security by eliminating the threat of vibration and bouncing attacks.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Includes EL-0529-X keypad and EL-0500 lock.
- Single Spindle Hole Installation.
- Add/Delete User.
- Enable/Disable User.
- Backlit Keypad.

**SPECIAL PRICING ON XTREMS!**

**LOG IN TO YOUR USER ACCOUNT AT MBAUSA.COM TO VIEW SPECIAL PRICING.**

**Electronic Safe Locks**

- For more information, visit MBAUSA.COM.
MECHANICAL SAFE LOCKS

**COMBINATION LOCK**
LG3330, LG1777 DIAL
- LaGard 3330 Combination Lock Package: with 3-wheel, LG Group 2 combination lock #LG1777 front reading sash chrome dial and ring.
- Includes mounting screws and change key.
- Includes pair of random cut renter keys and neutral guard key.

**TOP READING DIAL**
LG3330 W/ LG2085
- LG3330 lock package.
- LG2085 top reading dial and ring set.
- Black and white.

SAFEDeposit LOCKs

**BlueGrass Locks**
175-70 SAFE DEPOSIT LOCKS
- Direct replacement for Diebold 175-70 safe deposit locks by Bluegrass Locks.
- True double changeable design allows for quality re-keying renter/guard side.
- Guard side is set to a neutral position so it can easily be changed to your existing guard key.
- Includes pair of random cut renter keys and neutral guard key.
- Right hand or left hand.

**3175 SAFE DEPOSIT LOCKS**
- Direct replacement for Mosler 3175 "Rapid Safe" safe deposit locks by Bluegrass Locks.
- Includes pair of random cut renter keys and neutral guard key.
- Brass or nickel finish.

**STAINLESS STEEL METAL CLEANER 15 OZ. AEROSOL**
- High performance cleaning, polishing and preservative product for stainless steel with built-in rust retardant.
- Also safe and effective on other metals as well as for mica and porcelain.
- The product is offered in a 15 oz. aerosol can.

Contact Us:
MBAUSA.COM OR (888) 622-5495

SAFEDeposit LOCKs

**3330 LOCK BODY 3 WHEEL, GROUP 2**
- 3 wheel, Group 2 combination mechanical safe lock by LaGard.
- Includes mounting screws and change key.

**2270 KEY LOCK, 3” KEYS, SCREW ON ESCUTCHEON**
- Same footprint as most modern mechanical and electronic safe locks, plus the key is compact enough to fit through most existing spindle holes. 2270 key lock, set up to a pair of 3" keys and a screw on flip cover escutcheon.

**3175 LOCK PKG, D1/2” NOSE**
- 3/8” nose height for different door thicknesses.
- Seven lever renter stack using solid brass levers.
- Seven lever guard stack using solid brass levers.
- Nine lever re-keyable stack using solid brass levers.
- Complete lock package with lock body, dial and dial ring.
- Complete lock package with lock body, dial and dial ring.
- Seats in a 1/2” hole using a screw-on flip cover escutcheon.
- Seven lever renter stack using solid brass levers.
- Seven lever guard stack using solid brass levers.
- Seven lever re-keyable stack using solid brass levers.
- Complete lock package with lock body, dial and dial ring.
- Complete lock package with lock body, dial and dial ring.
- Seats in a 1/2” hole using a screw-on flip cover escutcheon.

**3175 MOSLER REPLACEMENT**
- Direct replacement for Mosler 3175.
- Nickel (#B3175-N)...............................$50.00
- Brass (#B3175-B)...............................$50.00

**BULLSEYE REPLACEMENT**
- Direct replacement for Diebold 175-70.
- Nickel (#B440R)...............................$14.50
- Brass (#B440L)...............................$14.50

**BULLSEYE SAFE DEPOSIT LOCK**
- For use in place of the S&G 4440 and the Kaba-Mas Shilo-A400 safe deposit locks.
- Quality Safe Deposit locks that share the security of being set to a specified guard key.
- May be mounted Left or Right hand.
- Both guard and renter sides are changeable.

**S&G 4440 & 4444 SD REPLACEMENT**
- Direct replacement for S&G 4440.
- Direct replacement for S&G 4444.
- Nickel (#B4440-N)...............................$6.00
- Brass (#B4440-B)...............................$6.00

**S&G 4545 SD REPLACEMENT**
- Direct replacement for S&G 4545.
- Nickel (#B4545-N)...............................$6.00
- Brass (#B4545-B)...............................$6.00

**BULLSEYE KEY LOCK**
- Key lock for use in place of the S&G 4440 and the Kaba-Mas Shilo-A400 safe deposit locks.
- Quality Safe Deposit locks that share the security of being set to a specified guard key.
- Nickel (#B440R)...............................$14.50
- Brass (#B440L)...............................$14.50

**S&G 4545 SD LOCK 3/8” NOSE**
- Seven lever guard stack using solid brass levers.
- Seven lever renter stack using solid brass levers.
- Nickel (#B4545-N)...............................$6.00
- Brass (#B4545-B)...............................$6.00
The KIC-045SPEED Manual Duplicator is designed for duplicating edge cut/flat edge cut automotive, residential and commercial keys.

Flash 008 Silca Compact Key Duplicator

This mechanical, edge cut key duplicator model is an ideal choice for on-site, mobile jobs or counter tops where space may be limited. The KIC-045SPEED allows you to easily duplicate most edge cut cylinder, ovals, and other keys in seconds.

Features:
- Four sided, nickel plated jaws for clamping the majority of all edge cut/flat type keys.
- Different to cut types and operational features make this model a choice model for store or shop use.
- Mounting bracket included for securing the machine to counter.
- Color options include:
  - Satin Chrome
  - Bronze
- Two finishes available:
  - Satin Chrome
  - Bronze

Mortice Cylinder 1-1/8” Schlage Standard Cam/Template - KD


Two finishes available:
- Satin Chrome
- Bronze

The DBB Door Lock Morticer Package

- Used and acclaimed by locksmiths and builders alike, the DBB morticer has proven itself an invaluable tool for anyone who installs mortise locks. This clever jig cuts a mortice for both the lock body and the face plate quickly and easily – saving time and money.
- Vertical guides, plus height and depth stops mean you cut where you want, never where you didn’t intend.
- The basic kit includes the three most common carbide-tipped wood cutting bits. Three 1/4” (6mm) (.040”), 7/32” (.22mm), (25/64”), and 21/64” (8mm) (.033”).
- Includes Short Bearing Shaft 4-7/8”(125mm-depth). (KIC-PS1G)
- The DBB Door Lock Morticer Package comes one of our most popular and top-selling products, always.

Multiple Options Available!
NEW! KEY OPERATED SAFE LOCKS. (2-day course, $550*).
• April 16 – 20, 2018
• December 1 – 7, 2018
NEW! ADVANCED LOCK DEFEND. (5-day course, $1,495*).
• March 27 – 31, 2018
• April 16 – 20, 2018
• April 30 – May 4, 2018
• June 18 – 22, 2018
NEW! STREET SMART LOCK DEFEND FOR FIRST RESPONDERS. (2-day course, $550*).
• April 10 – 11, 2018
• June 18 – 19, 2018
NEW! LOW VOLTAGE TECHNOLOGY AND WIRING. (5-day course, $1,495*).
• May 4 – 18, 2018
• August 6 – 20, 2018
NEW! INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM DESIGN AND INSTALLATION. (5-day course, $1,495*).
• May 21 – 25, 2018
• August 13 – 17, 2018

GSA CERTIFIED SAFE & VAULT TECHNICIAN WITH GSA APPROVED INSPECTOR. (10-day course, $2,750*).
Includes X-10 Factory Certification and S&G Model 2740B Factory Authorized Training!
• March 5 – 16, 2018
• June 4 – 15, 2018
GSA APPROVED CONTAINER INSPECTION COURSE (NEW). (5-day course, $1,900*).
• February 13 – 18, 2018
• June 26 – 27, 2018
GSA APPROVED CONTAINER INSPECTION COURSE UPDATE (RENEWING INSPECTORS). (2-day course, $550*).
Current GSA Inspector Renewal.
• February 13 – 14, 2018
GSA CONTAINER IDENTIFICATION. (1-day course, $275*).
Highly recommended for ALL levels of experience before taking inspection course.
• February 12, 2018
• June 25, 2018
KABA-MAS X-10 FACTORY CERTIFICATION. (1-day course, $275*).
• February 16, 2018
• June 29, 2018
SARGENT & GREENLEAF MODEL 2740B LOCK TRAINING. (1-day course, $275*).
• February 17, 2018
• June 30, 2018
NEUTRALIZATION AND REPAIR OF GSA APPROVED CONTAINERS. (2-day course, $550*).
• Upcoming course dates TBA
PROFESSIONAL LOCKSMITHING. (10-day course, $2,750*).
• April 10 – 20, 2018
MECHANICAL SAFE LOCKS (FORMERLY, COMBINATION LOCK TECHNOLOGY). (2-day course, $550*).
• February 5 – 6, 2018
• April 2 – 3, 2018
COMPREHENSIVE SAFE LOCK MANIPULATION. (3-day course, $795*).
• February 7 – 9, 2018
ELECTRONIC SAFE LOCKS. (1-day course, $295*).
• April 4, 2018
PROFESSIONAL SAFE DRILLING. (2-day course, $650*).
• April 5 – 6, 2018
SAFE DEPOSIT LOCKS. (1-day course, $425*).
• April 9, 2018
TIME LOCKS. (2-day course, $595*).
• April 12 – 13, 2018
TACTICAL CLASSES. Customized tactical classes are available to select military and law enforcement personnel. Options include Tactical Locksmithing (5-10 days), Tactical Automotive (5-15 days), Tactical Lever Locks (3-10 days) and Tactical Safe Locks (3-5 days). Call for more information.
*For first-time students only, a registration fee of $25.00 will be added.

FIND FULL COURSE INFORMATION AND DETAILS ON MBAUSA.COM!
INSIDE THE CATALOG:
LOCKS, KEY MACHINES, KEY BLANKS, DOOR & GATE HARDWARE, SECURITY TRAINING AND MORE!

FULL LINEUP OF ILCO PRODUCTS NOW AT MBA USA!
KEY MACHINES, KEY BLANKS, LOCKS, DOOR HARDWARE AND MORE.

FLASH 008 SILCA COMPACT KEY DUPLICATOR

This mechanical, edge cut key duplicator model is an ideal choice for on-site, mobile jobs or counter tops where space may be limited. The Ilco Flash 008 will easily duplicate most edge cut cylinder, cruciform, large bow and long blade keys, including the larger, oversize style automotive keys.

- Four sided, nickel plated jaws for clamping the majority of all edge cut/flat type keys.
- Smooth jaw rotation by simply twisting into position.
- Slotted jaw surfaces accommodate tip stop bars and rigid shoulder gauge design allow for greater accuracy when loading and gauging keys.
- Wide spacing 3 1/2” (88.9 mm) spacing between clamps accommodate large bow (head) and long blade keys, including flip style keys.
- Depth tracer system with micro adjustment for precise calibration.
- Aluminum Titanium Nitride coated cutter for longer life, oxidation resistance.
- Electro-magnetic “main” safety switch with separate cutter motor switch for easy access.
- Mounting bracket included for securing the machine to counter.

#KIC-FLASH008B........................................$549.95

FIND ILCO PRODUCTS ON PAGES 7-8 INSIDE.

This year, MBA USA is proud to celebrate its 25th year of business.
We would like to thank all of our customers, colleagues, vendors and, most importantly, our friends throughout the industry, who have helped make MBA the company it is today.